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Connecting
Your City
Travelling across the city
could not be easier

See inside to find out how
easy it is to use....

Where can I use the Hull Card?
The boundary of use is shown here. 

All local bus users can apply for the Hull Card.
Journeys that fall outside this area will have to
be paid for.

Your Hull Card cannot be used on EYMS and
Stagecoach late night and night buses after
11.59pm. See operator for journey times.

What should I do if I have a problem
with my Hull Card?

Call the number on the reverse of the card for
customer support 0345 810 1000.

Only registered cards can take advantage of    
customer support.

To register your card, terms and conditions and
further information visit: www.hullcard.com

Be smart – Buy smart – Buy a Hull Card 

For further information call (01482) 300 300
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Hull Card 
Hull City Council working in partnership
with East Yorkshire Motor Services
(EYMS) and Stagecoach, have brought
you Hull Card.

The Hull Card scheme will provide more
convenient and cost effective travel across your
city.

l Use any EYMS or Stagecoach service
for travel within the Hull Card
boundary

l Save on any current available offers

l Improved journey times via easy bus
connections 

l Help Hull be a greener and cleaner city

What is a Hull Card?
The Hull Card allows for unlimited multi-operator
travel provided by both EYMS and Stagecoach
services – using a single card.  

How much will it cost?
A Hull Card will provide you with 7 consecutive
days of unlimited multi-operator travel for a cost
of £13 within the Hull Card boundary.  

How do I get a Hull Card?
The Hull Card is only available to purchase at
the Stagecoach Travel Shop at the Paragon
Interchange.

The application process will confirm your first
available date of use.                   

Only registered cards can take advantage of
customer support. To register your card, terms
and conditions and further information visit:
www.hullcard.com

How do I use my Hull Card?
To use your card, simply board the bus and put
your card on the ‘target’ on the driver’s ticket
machine. The ticket machine will read your card
and after a second or so will beep and show a
green light to confirm your card is valid.                  

What happens when my current
period of travel runs out?
Simply purchase another 7 days worth of travel.
You can do this on the bus, using cash or at the
Travel Shop in the Paragon Interchange.

How do I plan my journey?
Use these resources to help plan your journey:

Traveline website - www.traveline.info

East Yorkshire Motor Services - www.eyms.co.uk

Stagecoach - www.stagecoachbus.com

You can also download the Traveline app from the
Android Market, Google Play or the App Store.
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